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HIGH-SPEED TESTS OF A MODEL TWIN-ENGINE LOW-WING TRANSPORT AIRPLANE

By John V. Becker and Lloyd H. Leonard

SUMMARY

Force tests were made of a ¼-scale model of a twin-engine low-wing transport airplane in the NACA 8-foot high-speed tunnel to investigate compressibility and interference effects at speeds up to 500 miles per hour. In addition to tests of the standard arrangement of the model, tests were made with several modifications designed to reduce the drag and to increase the critical speed.

The results show serious increases in drag at critical Mach numbers ranging from about 0.47 to 0.60 due to the occurrence of compressibility bubbles on the standard radial-engine cowling, on sections of the wing as a result of wing-nacelle interference, and on the semiretracted main landing wheels. The critical speed at which the shock occurred on the standard cowling was 20 miles per hour lower in the presence of the fuselage than in the presence of only the wing. The drag of the complete model was reduced 85 percent at 300 miles per hour by completely retracting the landing gear, fairing the windshield irregularities, and substituting streamline nacelles (with allowance made for the proper amount of cooling-air flow) for the standard nacelle arrangement. The values of the critical Mach number were considerably increased as a result of the afore-mentioned improvements.

INTRODUCTION

The principal purpose of the reported tests was to investigate the effect of compressibility on the drag of the component parts of a representative large airplane and on the over-all drag of such an airplane. The influence of interference on compressibility effects was also to be studied. In addition, it was proposed to test several modifications of the standard component parts that gave promise of an improvement in aerodynamic characteristics.

The size of the NACA 8-foot high-speed tunnel made possible for the first time the testing of a complete ¼-scale model at speeds up to 450 miles per hour. A widely used transport-type airplane was represented. The results of high-speed tests of various windshield arrangements on the same model have been presented in reference 1.

Previous high-speed tests in smaller wind tunnels have been concerned mainly with isolated bodies, particularly airfoils (references 2 and 3) and cylinders of fundamental shape (reference 4). A typical wing-nacelle combination with several cowling shapes was tested at high speeds in the investigation reported in reference 5. All these tests showed that, when the maximum local velocity near the surface of the body exceeded the local velocity of sound, a compression shock formed, resulting in a precipitous increase in drag coefficient with further increase in speed. The sea-level flight speed at which this phenomenon occurs may be as low as 300 miles per hour for a bluff body such as a sharp-edge radial-engine cowling (reference 5) or as high as 650 miles per hour for thin airfoils (reference 3), depending on whether the peak local velocity is much higher or only slightly higher than the flying speed. Reference 6 shows that the critical speed at which the shock occurs can be satisfactorily estimated from the peak local velocity on the body as computed from low-speed pressure measurements or from potential-flow theory.

The critical speeds of the various airplane component parts may be considerably lower in flight than the critical speeds indicated in tests of any one of the isolated parts because of mutual interference between the parts. Reference 6 suggests a method of estimating the effect of interference between two or more bodies from the measured or the theoretical pressure fields of the isolated bodies. The present tests provide a means of checking this method because critical speeds were obtained on several of the component parts alone and in combination.

The interference effect of the propeller slipstream on critical speeds is small at high flight speeds. In the present tests, which were made without propellers, the critical speeds of parts located in the slipstream may be reduced by the amount of the propeller slip.

The low turbulence level in the 8-foot high-speed tunnel (reference 7) permits extensive low-drag laminar boundary layers to be maintained on smooth models. Equally extensive laminar layers generally do not exist in flight on present-day aircraft owing to the effects of surface irregularities and high Reynolds numbers (references 8 and 9). Because the condition of the boundary layer has a large influence on the magnitude of the drag and the interference of the various airplane components, a special technique was employed during part of the present investigation to make the boundary
layers similar to those existing in flight. The locations of the transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layers were fixed near the leading edges of the various component parts by means of small-diameter thread doped to the surface. The results given in the tables and the figures reproduced with the main body of this report and labeled “with fixed transition” are thus quantitatively applicable to flight conditions, if the usual scale-effect corrections are made. In many cases, the results obtained on the smooth model and labeled “with natural transition” are given for comparative purposes. It has been found that, for this investigation, the results from the smooth models are suitable for qualitative comparisons. For example, the relative merit of various nacelle arrangements would be the same in flight as in the tests on the smooth model.

The critical speed at which the compressibility shock occurs is independent of the state of the boundary layer as long as the boundary-layer changes do not cause serious changes in the flow outside the boundary layer. All the results given in this report are therefore pertinent with regard to the indication of critical speed.

A detailed discussion of the effect on drag and interference of the location of boundary-layer transition is given in a short appendix to the report. Correlation factors are presented by which all the nacelle-drag data obtained on the smooth model may be reduced to the “fixed transition” or estimated flight condition.

The tests were conducted at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory in 1938.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

\( V \) \hspace{1cm} \text{airspeed}
\( g \) \hspace{1cm} \text{dynamic pressure (1/2\( \rho V^2 \))}
\( a \) \hspace{1cm} \text{speed of sound in air, miles per hour}
\( (33.5\sqrt{460+t}) \)
\( t \) \hspace{1cm} \text{air temperature, °F}
\( M \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Mach number (\( V/a \))}
\( R \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Reynolds number (\( V\ell/\nu \))}
\( \tilde{\alpha} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{mean aerodynamic chord, 1.44 feet}
\( v \) \hspace{1cm} \text{kinematic viscosity}
\( S \) \hspace{1cm} \text{area of partial-span model wing enclosed in tunnel, 12.05 square feet}
\( S_w \) \hspace{1cm} \text{area of full-span model wing, 15.42 square feet}
\( S_t \) \hspace{1cm} \text{area of model tail surfaces, 4.56 square feet}
\( F \) \hspace{1cm} \text{maximum cross section (0.267 sq ft for a single nacelle; 0.964 sq ft for the fuselage)}
\( C_{Dp} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{absolute drag coefficient based on maximum cross section of nacelle or fuselage}
\( C_{Dw} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{absolute drag coefficient based on area} \ S_w \ \text{of nacelle or fuselage}
\( C_{Dp} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{absolute drag coefficient based on area} \ S_t \ \text{of model tail}
\( C_{Lp} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{absolute lift coefficient based on area} \ S_t \ \text{of model tail}
\( C_{Lw} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{absolute lift coefficient based on area} \ S_w \ \text{of nacelle or fuselage}
\( M_{p4} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{pitching moment about quarter-chord point of mean aerodynamic chord}
\( C_{m4} = \frac{M_{p4}}{qS_t} \)
\( \alpha \) \hspace{1cm} \text{angle of attack referred to chord line of wing, degrees}
\( \alpha_n \) \hspace{1cm} \text{nacelle angle of attack referred to thrust axis, degrees}
\( Q \) \hspace{1cm} \text{quantity of air flow through single cowling, cubic feet per second}
\( \Delta p \) \hspace{1cm} \text{pressure drop across engine baffle plate, pounds per square foot}
\( K \) \hspace{1cm} \text{conductance} \ \left( \frac{Q}{FV\sqrt{\Delta p/g}} \right)
\( C_f \) \hspace{1cm} \text{coefficient of mean skin friction} \ \left( \frac{\text{mean skin friction per unit area}}{g} \right)

APPARATUS

The NACA 8-foot high-speed tunnel in which the tests were carried out is a single-return, circular-section, closed-throat wind tunnel. The airspeed is continuously controllable from about 75 to more than 500 miles per hour. The turbulence of the air stream as indicated by transition measurements on airfoils is unusually low but somewhat greater than in free air.

The model employed in the tests is a \( \frac{1}{4} \)-scale reproduction of a modern transport airplane, which was chosen for convenience as being representative of large present-day airplanes. The general arrangement and dimensions of the model and the several variations tested are shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows the standard model installed in the wind tunnel. The setup was unusual in that the outer portions of the wing extended through the tunnel walls and served as the means of support for the model. The tip sections not reproduced represent about 22 percent of the total wing area. This system permits the model scale to be much larger than for the usual arrangement and still allows a valid comparison of the effects of the component parts.
Fuselage, fillet, and tail group.—The fuselage details are shown in figures 1, 4, and 5. The nose sections and a section at the rear are removable so that alternate nose and tail arrangements can be tested. Before each series of tests, the fuselage surface was filled, spray-painted, and finished with fine sandpaper and polish. The fillet was of the expanding type with increasing radius of curvature toward the rear.
The fore-and-aft location of the nacelles was maintained constant in all the tests; the propeller plane was 42 percent of the chord ahead of the leading edge. The nacelle axes were inclined $-2^\circ$ with reference to the wing-chord line and were parallel to the fuselage reference line. The nacelles were tested in high and low positions for which the thrust axis was moved vertically 9 percent of the chord to make the nacelle tangent to the lower and the upper surfaces of the wing. For these positions, it was necessary to modify the fairing of the afterbody. Figures 1, 7, 8, and 9 show the fairing details for the three positions; table 1 gives the principal ordinates for the three afterbodies and for the standard cowlng. Inner and outer positions of the nacelles were also tested; the nacelles in their normal vertical position were moved 21 percent of the nacelle diameter in a spanwise direction.

A beaver-tail afterbody shape was tested with the nacelles in the normal position. This modification did not change the side-view profile but made the nacelles rectangular in plan view. (See figs. 1 and 10.)
Modifications to the standard cowlng consisted in covering the exit slot between the cowlng skirt and the inner cowlng (figs. 6, 9, and 10) and the substitution of a streamline nose for the standard cowlng. The streamline nose (fig. 1 and table I) was derived from NACA streamline form 111 (reference 10) for a fineness ratio of 4. The streamline nose was tested with the same afterbodies as the standard cowlng. Combinations employing the streamline noses are hereinafter called streamline nacelles; and those employing the standard cowlng are called standard nacelles, regardless of nacelle location.

The flow of air through the standard cowlng was regulated by a baffle plate simulating the radial engine. The plate was perforated by one hundred \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch holes, providing a conductance \( K \) of 0.08. The corresponding pressure drop \( \Delta p/q \) across the baffle plate was computed by the method of reference 11 to be 0.80; and the flow quantity \( Q/FV \), to be 0.072.

Additional tests with no air flow were made with all the holes closed, that is, with \( K=0 \), and also with alternate holes closed, for which \( K=0.04 \), \( \Delta p/q=1.00 \), and \( Q/FV=0.04 \).

On the model, as on the actual airplane, no provision is made for the control of cooling air by means of varying the width of the exit-slot opening. In all the tests with cooling-air flow, the width was 0.25 inch. In some of the tests without cooling air, the exit was covered, as has been described. No provision was made for cooling-air flow in the streamline nacelles.

Landing gear.—Details of the semiretracted landing gear are shown in figures 5 and 11. Unlike the full-scale installation, the inside of the wheel-well openings on the model was closed off from the interior of the nacelles.

Improved model.—The most effective modifications to the model were combined in what is called the improved model. The standard windshield and cockpit fairings were replaced by a streamline nose (figs. 1 and 12) in which the irregularity due to the windshield was completely faired out. The streamline nacelles were employed and the wheel and the wheel-well irregularities were completely removed. The improved model is shown in figure 13.
TESTS

The tests consisted in the measurement of lift, drag, and pitching moment at speeds ranging from 140 to 450 miles per hour. The tests could be carried beyond maximum lift at 140 miles per hour; but, at higher speeds, strength limitations determined the lift coefficient to which the tests could be extended. Thus, at 450 miles per hour, a lift coefficient of 0.2 was the greatest that could be obtained.

Tests were made of the wing alone and of the combinations necessary to obtain the following data:

1. Effective nacelle drag (without fuselage) with the various modifications to nacelle shape, nacelle location, and cooling-air flow. ("Effective drag" is herein defined as the difference in total drag measured with and without the part in question.)

2. Interference between nacelles and fuselage for all nacelle positions, with and without the tail group

3. Effective drag of fuselage and fillet with standard and faired windshield

4. Effective drag of tail group

5. Interference between tail group and nacelles

6. Effective drag of fillet and interference between fillet and tail group

7. Effective drag of semiretracted landing gear:
   (a) Main wheels
   (b) Tail wheel

For the most important configurations, tests were made both with natural transition and with transition fixed at 10 percent of the wing and the tail chords and near the noses of the streamline nacelles. A number of the tests of the nacelles were made only with smooth models.

RESULTS

The method of computing the airspeed, the Mach number, and the Reynolds number in the 8-foot high-speed tunnel is described in reference 12. According to standard practice, the true, rather than the indicated, dynamic pressure was used in computing coefficients from the force tests; the coefficients thus directly indicate any compressibility effects.

The greater part of the drag results is in the form of effective drag coefficients, which are herein defined as the difference in the total drag coefficients determined with and without the part in question. This difference in drag coefficient was computed at fixed angles of attack rather than at given lift coefficients, as is usually done in three-dimensional-flow setups. The choice of angle of attack as the independent variable was dictated by the fact that compressibility effects are governed primarily by the attitude of a body and not by the net lift of the body in combination with other shapes. Furthermore, the induced-drag changes due to small changes in lift are minimized in a setup such as the one employed in these tests, which was approximately two-dimensional. As a matter of fact, at subcritical speeds the effective drag as obtained at a given attitude was found to be almost exactly equal to that computed at a fixed lift coefficient.

With the model attitude fixed, compressibility effects are a function of Mach number, which is the flow-similarity index for compressible flow and has a significance similar to that of the Reynolds number in incompressible flow. The results of these tests are accordingly plotted either as a function of Mach number for a particular attitude or as a function of angle of attack at a given Mach number.

If the air temperature is known, the airspeed, in miles per hour, corresponding to a given Mach number can be directly computed from the relation

\[ V = M_a = 33.5M \sqrt{400 + t} \]

The effective drag of the various component parts of the airplane is presented in figures 14 to 27. It will be noticed that the nacelle-drag data given in figures 15 to 21 were obtained only with natural transition on the smooth models. As previously stated, these data are not quantitatively applicable to flight conditions where extensive laminar layers do not exist, unless the correction factors developed in the appendix are applied. Figures 15 to 21 as they stand are intended to show critical speeds and to permit qualitative comparisons of the various arrangements.

The contribution of the various component parts to the total drag of the standard and the improved models is shown in figures 28 and 29. The percentage drag of the various parts is summarized in table II for the conditions of both natural and fixed transition. The drag of the complete standard model and the improved model is shown in figure 30.

The effect on lift of the various components is given in figure 31 for three representative speeds. The nacelles in the high and the low positions, respectively, increased and decreased the lift at a given attitude. The addition of fuselage and tail decreased the lift at angles below 2° and increased the slope of the lift curve.

The pitching-moment coefficients computed about the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord (approximate center-of-gravity location of actual airplane) are given in figure 32 for the complete models. There were no marked compressibility effects. Correction for the tip sections of the wing omitted on the model would make the values of \( dC_m/d\alpha \) more negative than indicated from the figure.

Figures 33 to 36 in the appendix show the effect of the location of the boundary-layer transition point on nacelle-drag; figures 37 and 38 give factors for correcting the nacelle-drag data obtained with natural transition (figs. 15 to 21) to the fixed-transition condition.
(a) $R=3,310,000; M=0.35$.
(b) $a=0^\circ$.

Figure 14.—Interference between nacelles on wing without fuselage. Standard nacelles in normal position. Wing with transition fixed at 10-percent chord.

Figure 15.—Effect on critical speed of vertical location of nacelles and of presence of fuselage. Standard nacelles without cooling air. Wing with natural transition.
(a) $a=0^\circ (a_s=-2^\circ)$.
(b) $a=-2^\circ (a_s=-4^\circ)$.
PRECISION

The force-test results are uncorrected for tunnel-wall effects with the exception of the effective fuselage drag, to which a buoyancy correction of about 5 percent was applied. The effect of buoyancy on the wing and the nacelle drag was negligible. The interference at the juncture of wing and tunnel wall could not be determined but apparently did not seriously affect the wing drag, which is of the right order of magnitude. The inflow over the ends of the wing due to leakage at high lift made the determination of maximum lift rather doubtful. The data shown in this report therefore extend only to \( C_t = 0.6 \). The jet-boundary effect on critical speed is considered secondary because the frontal area of the model is only 6 percent of the jet area.

DISCUSSION

NACELLE DRAG

Interference between nacelles on wing without fuselage.—For the sake of accuracy, most of the nacelle-drag data were obtained with two nacelles, normally spaced four diameters apart, on the wing without the fuselage. There was a slight interference between the nacelles (fig. 14) amounting to \( \Delta C_{DP} = 0.005 \), which was approximately constant throughout the speed and the angle-of-attack ranges. The drag data obtained without the fuselage should be reduced by this amount if comparisons with tests employing a single nacelle are made. As previously stated, the results shown in figure 14 obtained with fixed transition on the model wing (transition on the standard nacelles occurred naturally at the point of sharpest curvature of the nose) are applicable to flight conditions after suitable Reynolds number corrections have been made. The nacelle drag shown in figures 15 to 21 was much higher than that shown in figure 14. This increase is due to the fact (see appendix) that these results (figs. 15 to 21) were obtained on smooth models with natural transition; they are presented only to show critical speeds and to permit qualitative comparisons.

Nacelle critical speeds.—The critical speed, at which the effective nacelle drag coefficient begins to increase abnormally, is affected by any factor that changes the ratio of maximum local velocity to stream velocity. The principal factors are angle of attack, interference effects, and cooling-air flow. Figures 15 and 16 show that the influence of these variables results in a range of critical speeds for the standard nacelles from about \( M = 0.47 \) to beyond the range of the tests. The rate of increase of drag beyond the critical speed is generally so severe that the top speed of the airplane could not economically be much greater than the critical speed of the nacelles. As previously discussed, the critical flying speed corresponding to the critical value of \( M \) depends on the air temperature. Thus, at high altitudes where low temperatures are encountered, the flying speed at which the shock forms will be lower than at sea level. Since airplane top speeds tend to increase with altitude, the danger of encountering serious compressibility effects is very real. At 15,000 feet in standard atmosphere, for example, \( t = 5^\circ F \) and \( a = 723 \) miles per hour. The critical flying speed corresponding to the lowest critical Mach number for the nacelles, 0.47, would be

\[
V_c = M_c \times a = 340 \text{ miles per hour}
\]

The results of reference 11 show that the effect of the slipstream of a conventional tractor propeller on the velocity distribution over a good cowling is slight for the high-speed condition. In some instances, the effect of the propeller slightly increased the maximum local velocities but in others the peak velocity was decreased. It appears conservative to assume that the peak velocity will be increased by the amount of the propeller slip. In the absence of pertinent propeller-test data, the slip in the present application was estimated from the power requirements at \( M = 0.50 \). When uniform thrust distribution was assumed along the blade, the computed slip velocity immediately behind the propeller was 0.021. In order to allow for the fact that the actual thrust distribution is not uniform, this value was increased by 50 percent, giving an estimated maximum slip velocity of 0.037. The critical Mach numbers shown herein for the nacelles and the wheels may therefore be reduced by about \( \Delta M = 0.03 \) owing to tractor-propeller interference.

If the effect of angle of attack on critical speeds is next considered, it can be seen from figure 15 that the critical speeds at \( \alpha = -2^\circ \) (nacelle angle of attack \( \alpha_s = -4^\circ \) to flight path) were markedly lower than at \( \alpha = 0^\circ \) (\( \alpha_s = -2^\circ \)). According to reference 5, this effect is due to an increase with angle of attack of the peak local velocities at the cowling nose. The minimum peak velocity occurs when the nacelle axis is parallel to the flight path. Extrapolation of the results of figure 15 shows that, by a proper alignment of the nacelles, the critical speed would be advanced beyond the range of the test speeds. This result emphasizes the fact (discussed in more detail in reference 5) that, for high-speed flight, the nacelle axes must be aligned with the relative wind.

A secondary effect of the propeller slipstream would be to alleviate the indicated effects of angle of attack on nacelle critical speeds. This effect is undoubtedly small and can conservatively be neglected.

The effect on critical speed of vertical location of the standard nacelles (figs. 15 and 16) is probably due to the change in lift with nacelle location. With the nacelles in the low position, the lift of the combination was decreased, thereby increasing the downflow at the cowling nose, which was already operating at a negative angle. The effective angle of attack was thus augmented and the critical speed for the low position was made lower than for the normal position. The lift was increased with the nacelle in the high position and the accompanying upflow at the cowling nose slightly decreased the effective negative angle of the nacelle; the critical speed was therefore advanced beyond that of the normal position.
Figure 17.—Effect on critical speed of air flowing through cowling. Standard nacelles with fuselage. Wing with natural transition.

Figure 18.—Effect on critical speed of vertical position of nacelles and presence of fuselage. Streamline nacelles. Wing with natural transition.
The effect of the fuselage (figs. 15 and 16) was to lower the critical speeds of the standard nacelles by an average of about \( M = 0.03 \), or 22 miles per hour at 15,000 feet. Presumably, this decrease is due to the increase in velocity at the nacelle caused by the flow about the fuselage. Within the accuracy of measurement, there were no consistent changes in this interference effect with either nacelle location or amount of cooling-air flow. This result emphasizes the necessity of suitably modifying, for interference effects, the critical speeds obtained from tests on isolated bodies. In the absence of specific high-speed test data, an approximation to such interference effects can usually be made (reference 6) by substituting for the source of interference an idealized shape about which the theoretical velocity distribution is known. For example, one of the bodies of revolution of reference 10 of comparable dimensions could be substituted for the fuselage. The peak local velocity of the wing-nacelle combination is then assumed to be increased by the velocity increment at the nacelle due to potential flow about the fuselage alone. The critical speed corresponding to the resulting peak velocity can be obtained from the relation given in reference 6. The interference effect of the fuselage on \( M_c \) was computed by this method to be 0.025 as compared with the test result, 0.030.

The critical speeds for three variations in the amount of cooling-air flow are shown in figure 17. The highest critical speed occurred with the largest amount of cooling-air flow. As discussed in reference 5 the admission of air into the cowling tends to relieve the external
velocity peak at the cowling nose, thereby advancing the critical speed. It will be subsequently shown that these slight gains in critical speed are obtained at the expense of an excessive amount of cooling-air flow for high-speed conditions and that the resulting high nacelle drag is a more serious consideration than the advance in critical speed. More effective means of advancing the critical speed are proper alinement of the nacelle and reduction in the curvature of the cowling nose, as discussed in reference 5. The nacelle drag throughout the speed range is reduced by these modifications.

The critical speed of the streamline nacelles (fig. 18) was beyond the highest test speed, which corresponded to $M=0.58$. The theoretical velocity distribution about a similar body indicates a value of $M_{cr}$ greater than 0.80 for the extreme attitude tested ($\alpha = -4^\circ$). The abnormal increase in drag in the low position for $\alpha = -2^\circ$ is probably due to the formation of a compression shock on the lower surface of the wing as a result of interference at the wing-nacelle juncture. The theoretical excess velocities on wing and nacelle for this attitude when added indicate a critical $M$ of 0.58, which is in good agreement with the test results (fig. 18 (b)). The additional interference effects of the fuselage lowered the critical $M$ to roughly 0.54. In the high and the normal positions, the effect of increase in lift over the lift in the low position sufficiently reduced the local velocities on the lower surface of the wing to delay the shock on the wing to beyond the range of test speeds.

The effects of lateral location (fig. 19) on critical speed were small. In general, the inner position had slightly lower critical speeds than the normal and the outer locations owing to the increased fuselage interference effect.

Nacelle drag at subcritical speeds.—The normal nacelle location had the lowest drag of the three vertical locations for both the standard and the streamline nacelles (fig. 20). The high position had the highest drag. Of the lateral locations (fig. 19), the drag with the normal position was less than that with the inner position and equal to or less than that with the outer position. The relative merit of the positions did not change with nacelle attitude or with speed.

Consideration should be given to the effect of the propeller on the efficiency of the various nacelle locations. As previously mentioned, the effect of the propeller slipstream at high speeds is small and of the same order of magnitude for all positions. More important is the variation of propulsive efficiency with position. No test data are available for small vertical displacements, but the results of reference 13 for large changes in nacelle location were interpolated to estimate the effects. The indicated propulsive efficiency for the normal position is 1 percent greater than for the high position but $\frac{1}{2}$ percent lower than for the low position.

Inasmuch as the low position of the nacelles would increase the drag of this airplane by 2 percent, the $\frac{1}{2}$ percent gain in thrust at a given speed would be more than offset. There were no appreciable differences in maximum lift for the various nacelle locations. The relative merit of the nacelle positions is therefore unchanged by consideration of propeller effects and maximum lift; the normal position is preferable to all others investigated.

The drag due to cooling-air flow through the standard nacelles amounted to more than one-half the total nacelle drag (fig. 21). The increment due to cooling was approximately constant for all test conditions; the average value was 0.057, which agrees well with the data of references 11 and 14 for similar conductance and exit opening. As figure 21 shows, a part of this increment is due to the surface discontinuity at the exit opening because, with the air stopped but with the exit slot open as is usual, the drag-coefficient increment due to the exit slot alone was 0.011. As is shown in references 11 and 14, however, the drag variations with changes of the exit opening are properly included in the cooling drag because the usual and the most efficient method of controlling the cooling-air flow is to vary the width of the exit-slot opening.

The large saving in nacelle drag that may be effected by passing exactly the correct amount of cooling air through the cowling at every speed by means of a variable exit-slot opening has been fully discussed in references 11 and 14. On the airplane under consideration; the fixed exit slot provided sufficient cooling pressure drop at about 140 miles per hour but, as the speed was further increased, the amount of cooling air and the corresponding drag became increasingly excessive. At $M=0.30$, the design high speed, and with the exit slot properly reduced in size, the computed increment to nacelle drag for sufficient cooling is 0.009 (reference 14, $K=0.08$), resulting in a total necessary nacelle drag of only 0.045 instead of the measured value, 0.093. (Fixed transition, $\alpha = 0^\circ$, fig. 22.) The excessive cooling drag amounted to about 7 percent of the total airplane drag at $M=0.30$ and emphasizes the necessity of using cooling flaps or a similar means of controlling the flow of cooling air at high speeds.

A comparison of the nacelle drags with the normal and the beaver-tail afterbodies is also shown in figure 21. The differences were small.

In figure 22 is shown a comparison between the standard and the streamline nacelles applicable to flight conditions, that is, with transition fixed on nacelles and wing. Only the effects of nose shape are compared; there is no cooling-air flow and no exit slot for the standard nacelles. The drag of the streamline nacelles decreases from about 10 percent less than that of the standard nacelles at $R = 1,000,000$ to about 30 percent less at $R = 4,000,000$. Reference 5 shows that the drag of NACA cowled nacelles can be materially reduced by
decreasing the curvature of the cowling nose. It therefore appears that, if the standard cowling nose in the present tests were replaced by a better nose shape, such as C of reference 5, the streamline nacelles would have little advantage over the standard nacelles in low Reynolds number range of these tests. Apparently, at low Reynolds numbers, the increase in wetted area of the streamline nacelles nearly offsets the reduction in form drag. At high Reynolds numbers, the reduction in form drag with the streamline nose would probably be greater than the differences in skin-friction drag, giving the streamline nacelles greater advantage over the best possible NACA cowling shape.

The presence of the fuselage exerted a consistently unfavorable interference effect on nacelle drag (figs. 15, 16, and 18).

An unexpected small increase in effective nacelle drag occurred as a result of interference between the nacelles and the tail group (fig. 23). The drag of the tail group, with and without nacelles, is also shown in the figure to verify the nacelle-drag results. This effect may be due to disturbance of the extensive laminar boundary layer of the tail by spreading turbulence from the nacelles and, if so, would not exist in flight. Observations of a very thin dust pattern remaining on the tail surfaces after lengthy high-speed runs indicated that the laminar flow extended in some instances as far back as 70 percent of the tail chord except in the immediate proximity of the fuselage.

In the conclusion of the discussion of nacelle drag, it should be pointed out that the optimum conditions for high critical speed, alignment with the relative
Figure 24.—Drag of fuselage with fillet.

Figure 25.—Drag of fillet.

Figure 26.—Drag of tail group.

Figure 27.—Drag of wheels and wheel openings.
wind and small curvature of the cowling nose, also permit the lowest nacelle drags at speeds below the critical. Likewise, interference effects that increase the local velocity at the nacelles not only lower the critical speed but also increase the drag at speeds below the critical.

**DRAG OF FUSELAGE AND FILLET**

The drag of the fuselage and fillet with the standard nose and windshield arrangement (figs. 1 and 4) and with the streamline nose completely faired over the windshield irregularity (figs. 1 and 12) is presented in figure 24 as a function of both Mach number and angle of attack. The critical speed was beyond the limit of the tests. A serious effect of the fuselage, however, is the lowering of the critical speed of the wing due to interference at the wing-fuselage juncture. An estimate based on the theoretical velocities about the NACA 2215 wing and about a body of revolution of general dimensions similar to those of the fuselage indicates a critical \( M = 0.80 \). If the additional velocity increment due to a nacelle is also considered, the critical \( M \) is reduced to 0.58.

The conventional windshield fairing added 21 percent to the drag of the fuselage with streamline nose (fig. 24, \( \alpha = 0^\circ, M = 0.35 \)). The effect of detailed intermediate modifications is given in reference 1, where it was found that the windshield drag can be reduced to 2 percent without completely fairing over the cockpit enclosure; that recessed windows add 7 percent more drag than flush windows; and that sharp edges add from 2 to 14 percent more drag than rounded edges.

The effective drag of the fillet was negative at all attitudes tested (fig. 25). There was a consistent unfavorable interference between the fillet and the tail group, probably due to increased velocities in the region of the tail resulting from the improvement in flow near the fuselage. No compressibility effects appeared to be associated with the fillet.

**DRAG OF TAIL GROUP**

The effective drag of the tail group (fig. 26) is composed of the minimum profile drag of the vertical surfaces plus the profile and the induced drag of the horizontal surfaces and the interference effects. Because of the small Reynolds number and the thin sections of the tail, extensive laminar boundary layers are to be expected. The low minimum drag coefficient with natural transition is probably mainly due to these low-drag laminar layers. The fact that the addition of a 0.003-inch thread at 10 percent of the tail chord increased the minimum tail drag only 9 percent indicates that these threads were not sufficiently thick to cause a complete transition. This result is in agreement with the indication of the dust-pattern observations previously mentioned.

An increase of Mach number made no appreciable change in the effective tail drag. The airfoil sections employed were somewhat similar to the NACA 0009-64 which, at low angles of attack, has a critical speed greater than \( M = 0.80 \) (reference 3). No marked interference effects on critical speed should occur, owing to the low local-velocity increments on the fuselage at the tail location.

**DRAG OF WHEELS AND WHEEL OPENINGS**

The high drag (fig. 27) of the main wheels in the retracted position (fig. 11) was largely due to disturbance of the flow about the afterbody of the nacelle. The effective drag rapidly decreased as the angle of attack was increased because the pressure gradient became more favorable on the lower surface of the nacelle and thereby counteracted the tendency of the wheels to cause separation. The wheel openings alone had the same general effect as the wheels. In the actual airplane, the effect of the openings would probably be more serious as the inside of the opening is not closed off from the interior of the nacelle.

The value of \( M_\alpha \) for the main wheels in the retracted position was about 0.54. From a consideration of the theoretical flow over a sphere, the \( M_\alpha \) of an isolated wheel would be expected to be about 0.57 and, in conjunction with the nacelle, to be about 0.53. This result is another illustration of the possibility of satisfactorily estimating the interference effects on critical speed by the method of reference 6.

The drag of the unretracted tail wheel was about one-fourth the drag of the retracted main wheels. The critical speed for the tail wheel would be expected to be about \( M = 0.57 \), which was beyond the range of the wheel-drag tests.

**DRAG OF COMPLETE MODEL**

A comparison of the effective drags of the various parts of the standard model is given in figure 28 and table II. There were no appreciable changes with speed in the drag of any of the component parts except for the wheels and the nacelles, on which compressibility shocks occurred. As previously discussed, the drag of the nacelles with a properly regulated flow of cooling air would be considerably reduced from the values shown in figure 28, and the critical speed would be slightly lowered. The large drag cost of the semi-retracted landing gear, 10 to 14 percent of the total drag, is emphasized in the comparison shown in figure 28. The gear should be fully retracted and the openings closed.
Figure 29 shows that no shock occurred on any part of the improved model in the range of the tests. The theoretical pressure distribution over the root section of the wing, modified for the interference effects previously discussed, indicates, however, that compression shocks will occur at the wing-fuselage and the wing-nacelle junctures at Mach numbers lower than 0.60. The critical Mach number of the wing alone is theoretically $M_c=0.33$. It is therefore evident that the airplane, even with the indicated improvements, could not much exceed a value of $M$ of 0.60 without suffering severe drag increases. A further advance in critical speed would involve the use of a thinner wing, of a wing of modified section, or, preferably, of both.

The drag-coefficient increment corresponding to an assumed adequate flow of cooling air for maximum power operation (pressure drop of 30 lb per sq ft across the engine) is also shown in figure 29. This drag was computed by the method of reference 14 for flight speeds up to the highest obtainable with the 850-horsepower-engine installation ($M=0.30$). At higher flight speeds, the maximum power output would have to be increased and, as shown in figure 29, the cooling drag coefficient would be constant with speed at about 2 percent of the airplane drag.
Figure 30 shows the total airplane drag for the standard and the improved models obtained by adding the effective drag of all the parts, as shown in figures 28 and 29. The difference in drag between the standard and the improved models includes only the drag due to excessive cooling-air flow in the standard nacelles plus the difference in drag between the standard and the streamline nacelles with zero cooling air, the drag of the landing gear, and the drag of the windscreen. At a Mach number of 0.40, the improved model with fixed transition had 25 percent less drag. The increase in drag between $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and $\alpha = -2^\circ$ occurred as a result of the increase in profile drag of all components due to increase in misalignment with the relative wind.

At a Mach number of about 0.40, the effect of compressibility on both models became sufficiently large to overbalance the reduction in drag with speed due to scale effect, the drag coefficients starting to increase slowly at this value of $M$. The results shown in figure 30 for the fixed-transition condition can be corrected for scale effect in the usual manner without accounting for changes in transition location.
Figure 30.—Comparison of total drag of standard and improved models.

Figure 31.—Lift curves for wing and several combinations
CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions appear to be justified on the basis of the data obtained from tests made of the 3/4-scale model of a twin-engine low-wing transport airplane in the 8-foot high-speed tunnel:

1. The drag of a typical present-day transport airplane may be seriously increased at high speeds owing to the formation of compression shocks on the radial-engine cowlings at Mach numbers as low as 0.47 and on parts of the wing and partly protruding landing wheels at a Mach number of 0.54. The corresponding flight speeds at 15,000 feet (5 ° F) are 340 and 390 miles per hour. The estimated interference effect of the slipstream of a conventional tractor propeller might reduce these values by a Mach number of 0.03 or about 22 miles per hour.

2. The critical speeds obtained on the complete model were appreciably lower than the critical speeds of the isolated parts, owing to mutual interference effects among the various parts.

3. Components such as the nacelles and the fuselage should be aligned with the relative wind in the high-speed condition so that the local velocities will exceed the general stream velocity by a minimum amount. Realining the nacelles on the model tested would advance the critical Mach number beyond 0.58.

4. The critical speed of the airplane can be advanced from a Mach number of 0.47 to a Mach number of about 0.60 by the alterations suggested. A further advance would, however, require fundamental changes, particularly the employment of a thinner wing or a wing of modified section.

5. The drag of the nacelles in the normal midwing location was less than that in the high position (with nacelle tangent to the lower wing surface), less than that in the low position (with nacelle tangent to the upper surface), and equal to or less than that in both the inner and the outer positions tested. Not only was the drag lowest for the normal position, but the critical speed was higher than for the low and the inner positions and virtually equal to the critical speeds in the high and the outer positions.

6. The advantage of streamline nacelles over standard NACA cowed nacelles is small at low Reynolds numbers but increases with Reynolds number because a larger favorable scale effect occurs on the streamline nacelles than on the standard nacelles.

7. Because of the lack of provision for regulation of the cooling air with speed, the drag of the standard nacelles was much greater than necessary.

8. The semiretracted landing gear contributed 12 percent to the drag of the complete model at subcritical speeds.

9. The fuselage with standard windshield accounted for 25 percent of the total drag. Fairing the windshield resulted in a decrease of 21 percent in fuselage drag, or about 5 percent of the total drag at a Mach number of 0.35.

10. The drag of the standard model was reduced 25 percent at a Mach number of 0.40 by removing the wheels and the openings of the semiretracted landing gear and by employing the streamline nacelles (with the estimated drag due to adequate cooling-air flow) and the fuselage with streamline nose.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, National Advisory Committee For Aeronautics, Langley Field, Va., February 14, 1940.
THE EFFECT ON NACELLE DRAG OF THE LOCATION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION

In wind tunnels of low turbulence, the drag results obtained on smooth models will be misinterpreted unless detailed consideration is given to the condition of the boundary layer. The existence of extensive laminar boundary layers on smooth models makes the relative drag of the various parts greatly different from the relative drag in flight and also makes impossible the employment of the usual methods of scale-effect correction based on the assumption that no appreciable laminar layers exist. The problem of obtaining wind-tunnel results applicable to flight conditions is somewhat simplified by the fact that the surfaces of present-day aircraft are generally not smooth or fair enough to sustain extensive laminar flow (references 8 and 9). The very large Reynolds numbers attained in flight might prevent extensive laminar layers on conventional airfoils even if the surfaces were ideally smooth. The disturbances created by the propeller would also tend to cause early transition on bodies located in the slipstream. It seems safe to assume, therefore, that the flight boundary layers on conventional wings and bodies are almost wholly turbulent except for very limited laminar-flow regions at the leading edges of the various parts. Methods will now be discussed of correcting to this assumed flight condition the drag data obtained with the smooth models in the present tests.

Figure 33 shows the effect on the wing boundary layer of adding a conventional nacelle, both for the full-scale and the wind-tunnel conditions. The flow over the area covered by the afterbody \( A_{1} \) of the nacelle is turbulent in flight but laminar in the wind tunnel, with the result that the reduction in wing skin friction due to covering a part of the wing with the nacelle is less in the tunnel by the amount

\[
gA_{1} (C_{\text{turbulent}} - C_{\text{laminar}})
\]

In the 8-foot high-speed tunnel, the interference between wing and nacelle has been found to cause transition to take place on the wing starting at the leading edge and spreading at an included angle of about 15° toward the trailing edge (fig. 33). This phenomenon causes an unfavorable interference drag of magnitude

\[
gA_{2} (C_{\text{turbulent}} - C_{\text{laminar}})
\]

which does not exist in flight because there the flow over \( A_{2} \) is already turbulent. The total increment of the effective nacelle drag in the wind tunnel as compared with flight is therefore:

\[
\Delta D = g(A_{1} + A_{2}) (C_{\text{turbulent}} - C_{\text{laminar}})
\]

If the points of transition are known for the tunnel as well as for the flight conditions, the correction to the tunnel results can be estimated from the preceding equation with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes.

In the present tests, the correction was experimentally obtained by comparing the results of tests of the smooth models with tests of the same models with transition fixed at the assumed flight locations. In the second tests, transition was fixed by means of a 0.009-inch thread doped on the wing at the 10-percent-chord location, on the standard nacelles at the point of maximum curvature of the cowling nose on the smooth model. Consequently, the addition of the thread to the cowling nose had no effect on the drag; but, with the streamline nacelles, the addition of the string to the nacelles nearly doubled the drag (fig. 35), indicating extensive laminar layers on the streamline nacelles. With transition fixed on the streamline nacelles, the decrease in drag due to fixing transition on the wing is shown to be almost equivalent to that of the standard nacelles throughout both the angle-of-attack and the speed ranges (fig. 36). This result is to be expected because, as previously shown (fig. 33), the effect is entirely due to the interference between the wing and the afterbody, which was the same for both nacelle-nose arrangements.
FIGURE 34.—Comparison of nacelle drag of standard nacelles (without cooling air) with natural transition on the wing and with transition fixed at 15-percent chord.

(a) \( R = 1,780,000; M = 0.18 \).
(b) \( R = 2,580,000; M = 0.28 \).
(c) \( R = 3,110,000; M = 0.35 \).

FIGURE 35.—Comparison of nacelle drag of streamline nacelles with natural transition on the wing and the nacelle, with fixed transition, and with fixed transition on the nacelle only.

(a) \( R = 1,780,000; M = 0.18 \).
(b) \( R = 3,600,000; M = 0.28 \).
(c) \( R = 3,110,000; M = 0.35 \).

FIGURE 36.—Comparison of nacelle drag with standard nacelles and with streamline nacelles with natural and fixed transition. Nacelles in normal position without cooling air.

(a) \( \alpha = 0^\circ (\alpha_r = -2^\circ) \).
(b) \( \alpha = -2^\circ (\alpha_r = -4^\circ) \).
The data of figures 34, 35, and 36 are condensed in figures 37 and 38 as correction factors to be added to the nacelle-drag data obtained with natural transition on wing and nacelles (figs. 15 to 21 and 23). The increment to be added to the drag of the standard nacelles (fig. 37) is due only to the changes in wing transition; it is negative in sign. The increment for the streamline nacelles is positive (fig. 38) because the increase in skin friction on the nacelle more than offsets the effects of changes in wing transition. The correction factors were determined for the normal nacelle position, but they can probably be applied to the other positions with small error.
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## Table II — Drag of Component Parts of Airplane Model

[Percentage of total drag coefficient at $M=0.30$]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART</th>
<th>$\alpha=0^\circ (C_L=0.2)$ approximately</th>
<th>$\alpha=15^\circ (C_L=0)$ approximately</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural transition</td>
<td>Fixed transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M=0.30$</td>
<td>$M=0.57$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuselage and nacelle</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nacelle $X_{n}=0.80$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail group</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main wheel</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail wheel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $C_D$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improved model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuselage and nacelle</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nacelle $X_{n}=0.80$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling drag (estimated)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $C_D$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>